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Why use a strategic
energy management
framework?

The Opportunity
Save money
Building energy efficiency
retrofits offers an estimated $279
billion investment opportunity.

$1
trillion

This investment would yield an
estimated $1 trillion in energy
savings over 10 years.

$279
billion
Investment

Savings (over 10 years)
Source: Rockefeller Foundation

Reduce emissions
Energy use in buildings accounts
for 40% of greenhouse gas
emissions in the U.S.
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The Opportunity
To fully realize the benefits of energy management, organizations
need to drive exponential growth through positive feedback loops.
Example of a
feedback loop:
Births drive
exponential
population growth
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A feedback loop
for energy
management:
Realizing the
benefits drives
further reductions

+
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Financial, Social
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Energy Performance

The Challenge
Many organizations have taken initial steps to manage energy,
but efforts are often piecemeal, uncoordinated, and limited in
scope.
As a result, deep cuts in energy consumption are often elusive.
Common Practices
One-time upgrades…
Organizations typically implement
one-off projects (e.g. lighting
upgrades) with little monitoring of
actual performance improvements.

Short-term focus…
Projects are often selected based on
potential for quick payback rather
than long-term savings or continuous
improvement.

Facility-level management…
Facility managers work independently
with little information- or resource-sharing.
Projects are not selected or funded
through a centrally-managed process.

Single-application or single-technology…
Activities often focus heavily on a single
application (e.g. HVAC or lighting) or
technology (e.g. natural gas boilers),
ignoring other potential options or areas of
opportunity.

The Challenge
More effective energy management is often hindered by
underlying organizational issues that create bottlenecks or barriers.

1

Organizations are not always structured to respond to
efficiency opportunities.

2

Mandates and responsibilities are not always clearly
established or communicated.

3

Resources may be insufficient, misallocated, or difficult
to access.

The Solution
Overcoming underlying organizational challenges requires a
multidimensional and systematic approach.
By using Strategic Energy Management, organizations can focus on:
Continuous improvement
Setting & achieving organization-wide goals
Long-term savings
Tracking & reporting performance
Efficient allocation of resources

The Virtuous Cycle of Strategic Energy Management provides a
framework for continuous improvement that focuses on overcoming
challenges in five key areas:
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Understanding
the Virtuous Cycle

Origins of the Virtuous Cycle

Research
○

Two decades of field
research and system
modeling by
scholars at MIT Sloan
School of
Management.

Practice
○

○

500+ EDF Climate Corps
engagements with
companies and institutions.
Reflection and peer learning
through network events led
jointly by EDF and MIT Sloan.

Virtuous
Cycle
Framework
Virtuous
Cycle Tools &
Resources

Components of the Virtuous Cycle
Five components of the
Virtuous Cycle drive
continuous improvement
in energy management.
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Key Resources
With sufficient resources
devoted to each component,
the organization runs like a
well-oiled machine and
the process continues or
accelerates.

Visibility

Project
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Executive
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Inter-dependencies
Investment in one area can
improve an organization’s
effectiveness in others.

Visibility of
projects
engages
people
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Executive engagement
focuses organizational
attention and resources
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required to identify,
implement, and
verify projects
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Resource
investment builds
staff capabilities

Constraints & Barriers
When activity in any one
area slows or stops, the
whole system’s
performance is affected.
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Solutions
The Virtuous Cycle framework
provides a range of best
practices to help remove
constraints and keep the
system going.

e.g. periodic
external
reporting

e.g. systematic
project identification
& tracking result

e.g. goal setting
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e.g.
dedicated
energy
manager

e.g.
dedicated
funding

Considering best
practices

1 Engage Executives

Engage
Executives

Goal: Leadership recognizes energy management as a key strategic
priority for cutting costs, reducing emissions, and building long-term value.
Key Resources: Leaders’ time & attention
Core Strategy: Set aggressive, absolute goals and link them to implementation plans.

Best Practices
Create a mandate…

Establish responsibilities…

Monitor progress…

Develop a long-term
plan for strategic energy
management

Designate executive team
members with responsibility
for energy management
 Tie energy management
to compensation &
performance reviews.

Establish metrics for
measuring progress

Set GHG or energy
reduction goals
 Absolute (not relative
to growth)
 Organization-wide
 Goals linked to
implementation plans

Routinely review energy
investment opportunities
 Formally factor in nonfinancial co-benefits

Benchmark
performance against
leaders or standards

 Leading practice

2 Invest in People

Invest in
People

Goal: Staff is mobilized, equipped, and accountable for realizing efficiency
opportunities and energy management is part of the organizational culture.
Key Resources: Staff capabilities, motivation, time and attention.
Core Strategy: Establish accountability for energy management in multiple, companywide FTEs and cross-functioning teams.

Best Practices
Create accountability…
Employees have clear and formal
responsibility for managing EM
 Multiple FTEs
 Organization-wide responsibilities

Encourage collaboration…
Cross-functional teams are used as
standard practice for implementing EM

Engage employees…
A majority of employees are regularly
engaged in improving EM
 Awareness is imbedded in the
organizational culture
 Incentives are aligned with desired
actions

Build expertise…
Multiple learning opportunities are
available to all employees

 Leading practice

3 Access Capital

Access
Capital

Goal: Executives make strategic, capacity-building investments of
financial resources to make action possible.
Key Resource: Available budget

Core Strategy: Create an ample funding source that is consistently available through a
transparent and formalized process.

Best Practices
Ensure funding is accessible…
$
$

$

$

Employees know how to obtain funding
 The process is formalized
 The process is transparent

Ensure funding is dependable…
Employees can usually count on
funding being available
 Dedicated capital and operating
budgets is available for energyrelated improvements

Ensure funding is sufficient…
Ample funding is available for energy
projects
 Utility incentives are leveraged
 External funding is explored

 Leading practice

4 Manage Projects & Data

Manage
Projects &
Data

Goal: Processes and tools are developed and refined over time to make
sure increasingly ambitious projects are identified, implemented, measured,
and verified.
Key Resources: Project opportunities, energy data and data management systems.

Core Strategy: Identify, implement, and track projects proactively. Ensure that energy data is
readily available to set priorities, select projects and verify results.

Best Practices
Identify projects…
Cost-effective project opportunities are
identified proactively and continuously
 New or innovative projects or
approaches are explored

Implement projects…
An evolving pipeline of promising
projects are consistently implemented
 New or innovative technologies or
approaches are integrated

Select projects…
Potential energy savings is modeled
and used to select investments
 Projects are chosen based on longterm payback

Track progress…
Energy data is used to make decisions
about efficiency investments
 Real-time energy data is collected
and available to decision-makers
Energy savings are verified after
projects are implemented
 Leading practice

5 Share Results

Share
Results

Goal: To maintain momentum, successes are leveraged into stories and
shared directly back with executives and internal and external stakeholders.
Key Resource: Visibility
Core Strategy: Communicate results to key internal and external stakeholders
who can drive further progress.

Best Practices
Communicate results internally…
Routine communications to employees
organization-wide about energy or
GHG performance
 Employee exposure to internal
communications is tracked

Communicate results externally…
Energy or GHG data is made public
 Reporting follows a recognized
standard (e.g. GRI, SASB)
 Reports are communicated through
a transparent & accessible channel
 Reports are verified by an
independent third party

Communicate results at a high level…
Executives are involved in monitoring
energy performance and
communicating the results
 Executives periodically revisit and
expand goals in light of
achievements

 Leading practice

Implementing
the Virtuous Cycle

Implementing the Virtuous Cycle
1

Benchmark current energy management
practices against best practices and leading
organizations.

2

Prioritize Virtuous Cycle components for initial
focus.

3

Pinpoint specific barriers and bottlenecks in the
target areas.

4

Identify and implement strategies, drawing from
industry best practices.

Next Steps: The Smart Energy Diagnostic assessment
The EDF Smart Energy Diagnostic tool can help organizations benchmark energy
management practices and prioritize improvements.
assess performance against best practices,
benchmark against leaders, and
identify an initial menu of opportunities for improvement.
A 14-question survey
collects data

A 1-page scorecard
summarizes results

The Smart Energy
Diagnostic was
developed by assessing
energy management
practices among over
300 organizations that
have participated in
EDF Climate Corps
(edfclimatecorps.org).
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